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TESTS OF.A DYNAMIC MODE!L IN I.?ACATANK NO. 1 TO

DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF LENGTH 03?AFTERBODY,

ANGLE OF AFTERBODT KEEL, GROSS LOAD,- AND,

A POINTED STEP ON LANDING AND

By Norman S. Land and Lindsay J. Lina

Tests were made in the NACA tank no. 1 to determine
the effect of length of aftertody, angle of afterbody keel,
and gross load on the limits ,of stable trims and on the
la.nd.ingcharacteristics of a model of a flying boat wit”h
conventional steps. The studies were made with four lengths
of afterbody~ four angles of afterbody. keel, and five gross
loads. In additioi~, tests were made of a pointed-step
model. The modal represented a hypothetical flying boat
with a design gross load of 160,000 pounds and a wing span
of 200 feett .--....

The tests showed that, between gross loads of 140,000
and 200,000 pounds? the stability at landing remained un-
changed. Increasing gross loads raised the stable-trim
range to higher trims and kept the stable “range constant.

The tests also sliow,ed,.that,there, is an optimum .angle
of afterbody keel which results in the greatest range .of
stable trims but not necessarily the best landing stability,
The model with the highest angle of afterbody keel tested
showed the best landing stability at low landing trims;
whereas the model with the lowest a-ngle was the most stable
“at high landing trims.

-,
With a constant angle of afterbody keel; the shortest

afterbody tested exhibited the greatest stability at land-”
ing and the widest range of stable trims.

The one form of pointed step investigated showed a
very narrow range of stable trims but had no tendency to
skip on landing at any landing trim.
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INTRODUCTION

Most of the tests of dynamic models at the NACA tanks
have necessarily bee% of a specific nature - tha’t is, tests
of models of existing full-scale design. These tests are
made to determine the characteristics of a.design and, if ,
possible, to improve it.. The location, depth, or form of
the step, length of afterbody, and angle of afterlody keel
have been changed during the course of such tests and their
effects on the dynamic characteristics determined. Because
of the p.~rpose of t’ne investigations , few systematic st:iidies

of the effects of such changes are undertaken.

The effects of a series of changes of depth of step
and load coefficients on the range of stable trims have
been investigated (reference 1). As a continuation of the
study of the effects of fundamental variables on hydroi
dynamic instability, NACA uodel 134 was tested with four
angles of afterbody keel, four lengths of afterbody, and
witil a pointed step. In addition, inasmuch as the testing
technique had been iioproved since the reference tests, a
series of five gross loads on the basic configuration was
investigated.” The effect .of these variables on landing
instability - that is, s“lctpping- and on trim limits was
studied.

The I?ACA model 134 used for the present tests is a
later design ‘t)asedon the sam,e lines as l’TACAmodel 101,
which was used in the reference tests.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The NACA tank no. 1, the towing apparatus, and the
method of determining trim limits are essentially unchanged
from the descriptions of reference 1.

Landing instability, or skip-oing, was studied by actual
take-offs and landings made with the model. The carriage
was accelerated until the model took off at approximately
the desired landing trim. After take-off, the model was
free to rise approximately 6 inches, further motion being
restricted by a stop. The triu was then adjusted as closely
as possible to the desired landing trim by means of the
elevators. The carriage was decelerated at a fixed rate
until the model had landed and had reached a definitely
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stable condition. The actual trim at contact and the
speed of the carriage at, contact,..werg.noted,. an.? a rn,Otion-
picture camera recorded the behavior of the, model.

!3 The afore-mentioned, fixed rate of deceleration was
not necessarily the ,scale value but was the only rate that

h could he repeated with reasonable’ accuracy with the exist-
ing technique of carriage operation. At this rate, speed
was reduc~d from the contact speed (40 to 50 f-ps) to hump
speed in about 10 seconds.

I)3SCRIPTIQN 03 MODEL

The model is a l/12-size r.apresentatio’n of a hypo-
thetical flying boat with & do,si”gngross load of 160,000
pounds and a span of 200 feet. A profile of the mode,l.,
wit-h the basic step q~d afterb@ly, is shown in figure 1.
Profile and bottoml plan views of the afterbodies tested
are shown in figures 2 to 4, and figure 5 shows photographs
of t-he couplete w.odel,

A full-size flying boat comparable to the model tested
would be generally siin+lac to t%%~ Martin XPB2M-1 Mars. The
wing a-ridtail surfaces are similar to those of the Mars in
size and in location with respect to the step.

The hull lines are based on the lines of model 101.
The bow was raised and shortened from the original form to
provide a more practical, seaworthy forebody. The deck
line was raised in order completely to submerge the wing
root for aerodynamic cleanness and the tail extension was
widened” sufficiently to accommodate a turret.

The ‘Ibasic!lmodel with a depth of step 5.5 percent of
the beam, angle of after”body keel 5.!5° from the base line,
and a length of afterbody equal to 37.15 inches, represents
conventional present-day design. The length-of-aft erbody
series included the basic afterbody, one longer afterbody
(basic length increased by 1/2 beam), and two shorter afte~r-
bodies (1/2 beam and 1 beam shorter than the basic length),
all with an angle of afterbody keel of 5.5°. The angle-of-
afterbody-keel series included the basic afterbody 5.5°,
ons lower angle 4.0°, and two higher angles 7.Oo and 8.5°,
all with the baqic length of afterbody of 37.15 inches.

The pointed step was laid out to give the same stern-
post clearance as the basic hull, that is, the same angle
between main-step stern-post line and base line.
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It was anticipated that the depth of the main step,
5.5 percent of tlie-beam, probably would not be great -
e~ough to eliminate skipping completely oil the basic model.
This condition was desirable in order to study the affect
of variations in the afterbody on an already unstable model.
Tests with a deeper step are contemplated.

The construction of the model followod the usual prac- “
tice. The light plywood frames were notched to receive
balsa strin~ers, mahogany keel, and chine striys, and the
whole was planked with _balsa. Exterior finish consisted
of tissue laid i~ dope as a seal for fine cracks aild pin
holes and of several coats of pigmented varnish. The lower
portion of the hull was constructed with two removalle sec-
tions, a step se~tiou and an afterbody section.

I~portant dimensions of the model are as

Full-size-—..——-

Dimensions of hull
Beam, maximum 14.24 ft
Beam, at steP lA.86 ft
Length of forebody (bo~.vto step) 51.70 ft

(Len& th- beam ratio = 4.70)
Length of tail extensiora

(Length-beam ratio = 2.61)
Length, over-all

(Length-beam ratio = 8.70)
Depth of step, at keel
Angle of dead rise at step:

Excluding chine flare
Angle of forebody keel

Angles of afterbody keel:
Model 134A (Basic)
Model 134B
Model 1.34C
Model 134D
Models 134E, 134F, 134G
Model lS4H

Lengt”hs of afterbody:
Models 134A, 134B, 1S4C, 144D

(Lensth-beam ratio = 2.61)
Model 1A4E

(Length-beam ratio = 3.11)
Model 134F

(Length-beam ratio = 2.11)
liodel 134G~

(Length-bee.m ratio = 1.61)
liodel 134H

32.95 ft

124.05 ft

0.?8 ft

5.5°
4.0°
y.oo
8.50

5.5°’
2.0°

3’7.15 ft

44;27 ft

Jo.03-ft

22.91 ft

d2.12 ft

follows:

~12-size model-----—..——

14.24 in.
13.86 in.
51.70 in.

32.95 in.

124.05 in.

0.78 in. “

20°
1.3°

~*50

4.00
., Y*OO

8.5°
5450
~.oo ‘

37.15 in.

44.27 in.

30.03 in.

22,91 in.

32.12 in.
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Angles between
step:
Model 134A
Model 1343
Model 134C
Model 134D
Models 134E,
lviodel134H

L.

keel lines at

1343?, 134G

Dimensions of wing
Area
Span
Root chord (sec. NACA 23020)

Angle Of l~~cl$.~~~;31*CA 2d012)

Tip chord
. .

L.E. at root, aft of l?.P.
Length, M..A.G.
L.E. M.A.C., aft of F.p.
L.E. lvi.A.C., forward of step
Angle of incidence of lii.A.C.

Dimensions of horizontal tail
surface
Ty~e
Area
Span
Incidence (normal)
Dihedral
L.E. of root chord of wing to

L.E. of root chord of tail
Root cilord (sec. N.&CA 0015)
Tip chord (sec. NACA 0015)

,.,
Loadiilg conditions

Gross loads:
itiodel1X4A

(design)

Full-size——-—.

6*8O
5,30
8.30

9.80

6.80
3.3’0

3683 sq;ft
2cCl ~t
28 ft
9.43 ft
5,50

38.01 ft
20.12 ft
40.70 ft
11.00 ft
5.5Q

Twj.n, V

5G5 Sq ft
41.38 ft
-o

1:0

65.77 ft
14.8s ft
9.V3 ft

127,300 lb
140,000 lb
160”,000 lb
180,000 lb
200,000 lb

Models 134B, 134C, 134D, 134E,
134F, 134G, 134H ,160,000 lb

c,.g. forward of step 3.56 ft
(4Q percent M. A.’C.)

e.g. forward of step 5.9.9 ft
(2O percent M.A.C.)

e.g. above step 12.23 ft
Pitching moment of ‘inertia 1.360 x

about. e.g. 106 Slug-fta

~/_12-size model—-—-- —-.—-

25.58 sq ft
200 in.
28 in.
9.33 in.
5,50

38.01 in.
20.12 in.
40.70 in.
11.00 in.
5.50

3.51 Sq ft
41.S8 in.
30

65.77 in.
14.86 in.
9.63 in.

73.1 lb
80.4 lb
91.8 lb

103.3 lb
114.8 lb

9~.8 lb

3.56 in.

5.99 in.

12.23 in.
6.9 Slug-fte
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IU3SULTS AND DISCUSSION

The %rirn liuits “of stability are plotted against speed
for mode.% 134.A for various .gros~ loads, in figures 6 to lo~”
The angla of afterbody keel was vari”ed and the resulting
curve is given for model 134B in figure 11, for 134C in
figure 12, end for lti4D in figure 13. The effect of
chan~es in the length of afterbody on these limits of sta-
bility is gi%en in figure 14 for aodel 134E; figure 15
for 134F, and figure 16 for 134G. Figure 17 is the curve
of trim limits of sta”~ility against speed for the model
with the pointed step, 134H.

Tlie effect on the litiits of stability of gross load
is shown in figure 18, of angle of afterbody keel in fig-
ure 19, and of” length of after-body in figure 20. The
critical trims. from figures 6 to 10 have ‘Jeen cross-plotted
agaiast gross load in figu~e 21, a.gaii~stangle of afterbody
keelin figu’re 22, and agaifist length of afterbody in fig-
ure23. In figures 21 to 23 speed is the parameter.

.,

Trim Limits of Statility

~ffec~ of load,-————..--..-— .— The effect of load on the trim limits
of stability is ‘oest snown in fi~ures 18 and”21. The gen-
eral effect is to raise the complete set of limit’s to
higher trims as the gross load is increased. Soue incou-
Sisteilt crossing of the fa,ired liu~it curves may he observed
in figure 18. This inconsistency is ●ndoubtedly due in part
to differences in.the personal interpretations of the point
at which instability began by three observers, each of whom
ran a part of the tests. The critical trims (trim at upper
aud ’lower limits) froifi the faired. curves of figures 6 to 10
have been crois-plotted against ioad in f,igure 21 at several
speeds. This figure shows that tk.e curves of critical trim
against load are approximately linear. It should ‘oe,suffi-
cient, then, when a specific model is””tested; to investigate
only the extremevalues of gross loads.

Effect of an~le OF efterbodv keel.- Figures 19 and 22—--..— -—--- ———.=.——-----.——-%—--——
summarize the resuits of the tests with various angles of
afterbody k’ael. No marked changes in the position of the
lower limit resulted from c.hanges.-in.,th.isa,ng.le. This
fact verifies the general observati~n that the a,fterbody
has no effect on low-angle planing stability., ,

. ,,

-.. .-
,.., ,. .,.,
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The upper limits were raised to higher trims as the
angle of after body keel was increased. The change was not
liilear~ as figure22 shows. Increasing the angle from
4.0° to 5.5° raised both upper limits; a further change to
7.0° raised the upper limits a greater amount.

?i
The change

from 7.0° to 8.5° produced little increase in the stable-
A trim range and entirely changed the character of the motion

during high-angle porpoising. With an angle of afterbody
keel of 8.5°, high-angle gorpoising appeared to consist
maiilly in violent vertical motion @nil vary little change
in trim occurred. Lower angles of afterbody keel vroduced
the usual high-angle porpoisi~~ of coupled trim an~ rise ..

motions, the angular motion being centered at some Uoint
near the stern post.

Considerable loss in range of stable trims will result,
then, if the angle of afterbody keel is far from the optimum.
Not only may’too great ail angle show no increase in stability
but it may even decrease thz stabls r~nge or lead to a more
violent type of porpoising.

Effect of lenath of after-~od~.---——4 -—______ ______________ Fi&ures 20 and 23 sum-
marize the effect of lengtl~ of afterbody oil the trim limits.
In figure 20 some crossing of the lower limits may be noticed,
A sli~ht, almost negligible trend to raise the lower limit
as the len~th of afterbody is ii~creased may be seen on the
cross plots of figure 2S; the change is so sli~ht as to be
uilcertain and of no practical significance.

The upper limits are raised to higher trims as the
afterbodjT is shortened. This effect is’ especially pro-
nounced. for the change from the 30.Q3-inc!h leilgth to the
22.91-inch length. An afterbody shorter than is conventional
at the present time may therefore ‘be expected to increase the
stable-trim railge of a flying boat.

It must ‘oe remembered that in the length-of-afterbody
series a constant ail~le of afterbody keel was maintained,
which results in more stern-post clearance as the afterbody
is shortened.

Effect of a~ointed ste~.--——————-——— ______ Figure 17 shows a comparison
of the trim limits determined for the pointed-step model 134H
and the basic model 134A. The poiilted-step arrangement was
tested, because it was believed to offer a naturally well-
ventilated step which should have a desirable effect on land-
ing and porpoising stability. It is evident from the curves
that the pointed-step model has a much smaller range of sta,-
b~+trims than the conventional model. The lower limit.

...
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except at the hump. speed, is considerably higher than for
the conva.ntional model, p~obabiy because of the high beam
loading CJa the step at intermed~at.e, planing” s~eeds and:”
trims. . . .

.,’,.
The uppe,r.li~its with the pointed-step’ hull are lower

thag for the convectional Izu.llL”’The resulting range of
stable tritii”is very narrows abqut 2.5°~ at speeds between
32 and 3“* feet pe,r second.

Land5ng Stability . ‘.’ ..,,
.,

Eff&ct’ ~f..load.- An analysis of the motion pictures-—-—— -_-.---_—-
made of landings of model 134A at “different attitudes with
several gross load.i gave, the following resti.its:

T
landing (de~h 80---——— --.—..— -—--

Num-
ber,
~.f.

skip s.----— -------- ——-----

1

2
3

~ : ‘.

~.%:
,,.

-----

4“ 6
6 5
8

... .

I

,..
10 ,.‘;’
12 ~+

I----—--——-—.--—-- . . ..--—.-L----

,,..

4--—-
Land
ing’

speed
(fps)&-’----

4!3.2
5Q,,0

----”

41*6
,40.8
‘$h.8
4G,.6
’40,,2
———-

—--------- —-— ————

1
.—...—-.__,

$Wl,tioo ,180;000

---------—— -------..———-----

91.9 L 10...----—*——--- ---
Num-

1 ILqn-d- “Num-
ber ing ber
bf 1speed’ of’”
skips (fps). skips

}..=---——-—-- --...———
~. ~~

46.4
“ 2

/

47;2
----- -..

4 44.0
.4 ‘ ‘ $2.4.

~ 4,,, 40;1
6’, “,42.6; ~.

41. 6..,
:$..-..-4—-.-—-+

.-----
<- L--

1
1

““‘5
“+ .

““+ ‘
4.

..-——--

i,3-------,.,
.Land-
5rlg

“speed

------

,48.8 :
47.0.
“46.0
45;.6
44 ..2
54. Q
.——____

-—-—————e-—.-.

200,000 ~

---.---—

“ 114*8’:--—

I

—+-— -- ..
ium- Land- ,, ~
>0”+ ing
df speed”
\kips .,(fps)-.-—.-,-———— --

-----------
-------

“““6
4
‘5
‘5
‘5
‘s

.-——-

-----

‘49.2
48;8,,, ,
47.6
.47;2,,,
46.0
45.6 .

,---e__

The numb”sr of skips given for each “landing is tbi’“nu~-
ber of times the keel a! the main step,.came’ clear: of the” ~~
water after the $n”it’ialcontact . T+ ’is..nutit’ergives no itiiti-
cation of the viqlenc~ or magnitude’ of the ~’ump but may be
used as a rough comparison of relative instability’ for d’$f-
ferent coi~ditions.

.’,,
,,. ,,. .

... .. ,.

An inspection of ‘the forego ing” results sho~vs no definite
trend of the number of sk’ips.as. the “gross.load’ “is changed,
witilin the” test limits; co”nsequently. inv.estigat ions of lahding

,’. . ,’
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instability with a gives hul~ fbrrn, made at the design grgss
load’, may he exp~cted to represent behavior at lighter loads.
Tentative cdn.clustens reached-from observations made from
tests of other models verify thts assumption.
,.

Effect @ awe of afterboacikeel.- The following..-—-—-- ,—— -.—-
table gives the ~~i~~~~–~~~~~-landings made with the dif-
ferent angles of afterbody keel (models 134A, IU415, 134C,
and 134D)’~

.— —.

\

Angle of
af,terbody

Trim* keel

%_

landing de~
(deg)—-.--——.————

--—.——-— —-.—

2
4
6
8

10
12

—---- -——-—

-.~ —.

1
—......4-.?..

4.0 5*5

I..———---

Nuril-
ber
Of
skips
—-—---

1
4
3
3
1
5

———.

H
-.,--------.-.———.—-----
Land- Nnii- Land-
ing bar ing

speed of speed
(fps) skip~ (tps)
----------- --..— .

46.41 2 47.2

11

44.0 4 44.0
42.8 4 42.4
43.6 4 40.1
42.2 6 42.6
43.0 5 41.6

,----- --—-...- --..——.

-—— —..

7.0

._—-— --———

ifum- TLand-
ber in~
of speed

1.

skips (fps)
-—-—— .-———-

1 47.2
0 44.2
1 4S.G
5 q~.~

9 43. 4
li 40.8

-———— —-———

—.—v ---

8.5

-——-.--——---—
iNuK*- Land-

ber

1

ing
of speed
skips (fps)
—-----— —-—— -——

0 50.2
1 46.2
1 45.6
6 ‘45.8
8 44.8
4 43.0

-—----- ——z.

It is evider~t that no angle of afterbody keel tested
was optimum at all >auding attitudes. The two highest
angles of afterbody keel tested, 7.0° and 8.5°, showed the
least skipping tendencies at landing trims below 6°. At
higher landing trims, however, these angles were more un-
stable than the lowest angle~ ‘%.OO, Inasmuch as most land-
ings in full-size operation are probably made at the higher
trims, a low angle of afterbody keel would be the design
choice to miniinize’ skipping.

,. ..

If the test results shown in t“he preceding table are
analyzed on the basis of trim of after”gody keel, the same
conclusions ere reached. lllscnof these four afterbodies
showed the least tendency to ~kip when landing at negative
afterbody trims. At positive afterbody trimsi the lowest
angle of afterbody keel of the series has the least tend-
ency to skip.
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Effect of lenqth of a~er%od~.- The results of the----- .—--—.. s
landings made with dif~~~ent-~~gths of afterbody (models
134A, 134E, 134F, and 134G) are shown in tlie following
table:

\

Length of ‘
afterbody

\“
~rim at(in. ,mode~ 22.91

landing
ft,full

(deg)
size)

+_–_––-..._.—A—.. –.-–--T------

]Nunl-

---1

‘her
of
skips

.———-- ——--

1
2
4
,.

:
10
12

0
0
3
3
1
3
2

Land-
ing

speed
(f-es)— .-— -

48.0
50.5
44.6
42.6
42,0
43.2
42.8

.—-- —..—-———-—————- -— L -———-

W---—.—---.-.-—--- -—--r
30 .(26 37.15 44.27

L“-.-..-!.--%———— —.—— -—___7- i
——--— ——---—--1-

46.0
44*O
42.8
4!4.0
42.Q
41.2
40.6

0 52.8
; [ M o 52.G
4 ~ 44.0 0 49.6
4 ‘ 42.4

I

~.2+ 45.0
4 4G.1 15 44.8
6 42.6 10 44.0
5 41.6 5

I
, 42.4

———-— L——- -———— L J.—-—. -—— ——.

These data indicate that the shortest aftarbody tested
WaS definitely the lBost stable at any landing trim higher
than 6°. At lower landing triws, the shortest after30dy was
not more stable thaa the others but appeared to be just as
stable. Ashort after’oody with the same angle of afterbody
keel as a longer. afterbody may be expected, therefore, to be
the more stable at landing.

Effect of a~oillte’d st~.- The pointed-step hull——————— ——— A.—---------——— .—
(model 134H, fig. 4) exhihited no tendency”to skip at any
landing attitude testtid. At high landing trims, the model
trimmed down sharply after contact. This ~ctioil, which was
very sudden, may he as undesirable as light skipoing.
I?urthcr tests to explore the characteristics of this type of
step would be of considerable interest.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Increasing the gross load of a flying boat raises
the trim linits to higher trims. No marked change in the
range of stable trim attitudes occurs with load change.
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!l%e shift’ in--”’tlie“trim’llmfts= to -higher -trims is approxi-
matcly linear with the increase in load. No appreciable
chan~e in the landing iilstability (skipping) appears as
the load j.s changecl. Tasting at only the extremss of

o gross-weight conditions should therefore be sufficient in
2
A

investigations of trim limits and landing stability.

2. There is no cbvious optimum angle of a.fterbody ‘
keel for the best ovor-all characteristics of the model
tested. A relatively hi$’h an&lc+ of afterbody keel showed
the greatest range of stable trims but was more unstable
on landing except at low landin~ trims. The choice of an
angle of afterbody keel for a given design should be made
only after tests, at least unkil further research data
are avail-able.

3, With a fixed engle of after”oody keel, n short
afterbody may be expected to be more desirable than a
longer one for the puxpose of s~curing greater range of
stable trims and better stability at landing,

4, Tests of one pointed step indicated it to be con-
siderably more .sta”Dleat landi~~~ than a conve.atio-n.alstep.
The pointed step, hawever, had a nar:-ower r~i~ge of stable
trims available than the conventional ste”~.

b. Vide variations in angle of afterbod;~ keel or
length of afterbody had relatively small effects on the
skipping characteristics of a idodel already unst~.~:le at
landing. A chan~e in plan. form, however, tkat produced
“t.)etternatural ventilation of the step completely elim-
inated skipping.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Yield, Va.
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